CHAPTER 1415

“””Dare to ask the Lord, what exactly did Messiah say to you?”””

The Northern Heavenly King could not bear his curiosity anymore.

“””The content of Messiah’s secret telegram is very simple-Hamdan and Xingguo are going to hold a
forum for the twenty-eight countries of Dongfangzhou, inviting all countries in Dongfangzhou to
participate. The person invited by Erudia is me, that is, the identity of the king of the word side by side.
!”””

Levi Garrison said.

“Hearing this, the faces of the Northern Kings changed drastically: “”The Avengers’ big action is to kill
you?”””

“””hiss!”””

Everyone took a deep breath.

“Levi Garrison nodded: “”Yes, that’s wrong! I guessed it, the best way they can attack Erudia right now is
to kill me!”””
“He had guessed before, if he didn’t act in Erudia.”

“That is, the Avengers are afraid of Erudia, knowing that the operation in Erudia will not go smoothly
and cannot be completed.”

As for how to hit Erudia so painfully.ÿ..

“For now, the best way is to punish the existence of Erudia’s high power.”

Ray and Terry are no longer considered.

Just the words of God of War are not qualified…

“If you want to kill, kill the word side by side king.”

“He is the existence of the king, and carries the fortune of the great Xia nation.”

“If the Avengers can kill the King of Side by Side, it will definitely be a painful blow to Erudia, enough to
hurt Erudia’s vitality for decades.”

It will even affect the national transport.

“But within Erudia, is it easy to kill the king by one word?”

“What’s more, the Avengers also know how strong a word side by side king is!”

“But if the king can be introduced overseas, the result will be different.”

The success rate is high anyway.

“””The overseas net must have been laid out, just waiting for you to go!”””

“””Looking at this posture this time, they are going to kill you at all costs!”””

…

“””No, it’s too dangerous! I don’t think you can go, the lord!”””

“””What kind of exchange meeting is it is actually the killing game set up by the Avengers and foreign
enemies! Everyone can see it!”””

“””You must never go!”””

The Northern Heavenly King said anxiously.

“Levi Garrison smiled: “”Can you not go?”””

“””My Erudia is a superpower, and I want to be a great country! If you want to be afraid of this, where is
my Erudia?”””

“””Not only do I want to go! I want to go alone! This is my Erudia! My Erudia warrior is not afraid of any
difficulties and obstacles!”””

Levi Garrison domineering way.

An invincible vibe is surging across the world.

“””If you want to go, someone else will replace you! Anyway, no one knows what a king is like side by
side…”””

“The Northern Heavenly King said, looking at Tang Bei Dao.”

The meaning is very simple-let Tang Beidao play the king of the word side by side.

“Levi Garrison shook his head: “”No! I still do this kind of death by myself. How can I let my compatriots
go? Levi Garrison is afraid that people will poke my spine!”””

“””My Erudia has never had such a precedent, and I, Levi Garrison, is not even such a person!”””

“After listening, several people from Tangbei Dao respected Levi Garrison in awe.”

Everyone saluted Levi Garrison one after another.

Only he can afford the title of King of Side by Side.

Only he can carry the great Xia national fortune!

Of course this is the character of Erudia people.

“The big men took the lead, and the soldiers were not afraid of death.”

It’s all a bunch of good boys.

“””I really didn’t expect the Avengers to do such a trick! They don’t come in secret, they come out!”””

“””They know Erudia very well, they know Erudia’s great country style, and they must set an example in
Dongfang Continent! I will definitely participate!”””

Levi Garrison smiled.

